We present a fully conservative, skew-symmetric finite difference scheme on transformed grids. The skew-symmetry preserves the kinetic energy by first principles, simultaneously avoiding a central instability mechanism and numerical damping. In contrast to other skew-symmetric schemes no special averaging procedures are needed. Instead, the scheme builds purely on point-wise operations and derivatives. Any explicit and central derivative can be used, permitting high order and great freedom to optimize the scheme otherwise. This also allows the simple adaption of existing finite difference schemes to improve their stability and damping properties.
Introduction
Flows featuring shocks and acoustics are common in engineering applications. Examples are the sound generation of supersonic jets, noise generation in transonic flight or shock buffeting on an airfoil, where one possible mechanism is the interaction of sound waves from the trailing edge with the standing shock on the airfoil.
Simulations of such configurations are numerically challenging as the correct and stable simulation of shocks and the faithful calculation of acoustics have different, and in standard approaches, contradictory requirements. Shocks, on the one hand, are described by the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, which build directly on the conservation laws. Conservation of mass, momentum and total energy is a prerequisite to guarantee a correct shock treatment. Such conserving schemes are usually finite volume (FV) schemes.
Acoustics, on the other hand, are propagating disturbances. They experience very low damping and travel long distances without noticeable energy loss in practice. When the amplitude is small the dispersion is also very small. To preserve these properties in a numerical simulation, schemes with very low (numerical) damping and low dispersion are needed, so that high-order, dispersion optimized finite difference (FD) schemes are mostly used.
In contrast to finite volume, most finite difference schemes are only approximately conserving, becoming worse, where flow variables are rapidly changing. Thus, in shocks, where conservation is most desired they become unreliable. Indeed, it is well known that FD schemes can totally fail to describe shocks. On the other hand FV usually utilise upwind schemes for stability reasons, leading to high artificial damping. Even the optimized schemes hardly reach the quality of FD schemes for acoustics simulations. Thus a conservative scheme with low damping is desirable.
To understand the key point of a low damping scheme consider the momentum equation for the α th velocity component, (α, β ∈ 1, 2, 3), u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) t .
∂ t u α + ∂ x β ( u β u α ) + ∂ xα p = ∂ x β τ αβ .
As usual p is the pressure and τ αβ = µ(∂ xα u β + ∂ x β u α ) + (µ d − µ2/3)δ αβ ∂ xγ u γ the friction. Summing convention is assumed. From this the equation for the kinetic energy E kin = u α u α /2 is derived with the help of the mass conservation 1 as ∂ t u α u α /2 + ∂ x β ( u β u α u α /2) = −u α ∂ xα p + u α ∂ x β τ αβ .
Only pressure work and friction changes the kinetic energy. The transport of the kinetic energy is in contrast strictly conservative. This physical property is easily destroyed in numerical schemes. Up-winding destroys the conservativity of the transport by introducing artificial damping; but even a central derivative usually does not exactly preserve the kinetic energy. Thus a transport term, which conserves the kinetic energy is the key to an undamped simulation. It should be pointed out, that an artificial damping does not destroy the conservation of the total energy in FV, as by construction the lost kinetic energy is balanced by an increased internal energy. But the kinetic energy of, say, sound waves is irreversible transformed to internal energy, thus to heat. The correct treatment of the kinetic energy is the focus of skew-symmetric schemes. The discretization of the non-linear transport term is chosen, so that the implied term for the equation of the kinetic energy is strictly conservative. This is achieved by formulating the transport term as a skew-symmetric operator, which implies the conservation of kinetic energy by first principles: the change of kinetic energy is calculated from a quadratic form of this transport term, which is zero, as all quadratic forms of skew-symmetric matrices are zero. The main challenge then is to preserve the conservation of the mass, momentum and total energy; especially the conservation of momentum is far from obvious and might be violated. To this end it has to be possible to rewrite the discrete skew-symmetric operator into a term with the telescoping sum property, typically to a discrete form of the divergence.
The classical ansatz to insure this telescoping sum property of the skew-symmetric operator is to use skilful averaging of different variables. This was successfully applied by Morinishi in [11] and became standard in this area. This procedure is by no means the only way to obtain skew-symmetry and the telescoping sum property; we find that no such averaging is necessary. A straightforward and consistent discretization is sufficient. This not only leads to simpler expressions and to simple proofs of all claimed properties, but it also allows to rewrite existing FD codes with minimal effort to a skew-symmetric form, by simply changing the spatial discretization, yielding good stability properties and low numerical damping. For strictly conservative schemes the time-stepping has to be changed accordingly; a dedicated paper about different time integration is submitted, [5] .
In contrast to the usual averaging procedure, the structure derived in this paper builds on matrices and makes little reference on the details of the stencil. Instead, abstract properties, namely the skewsymmetry and the telescoping sum property are assumed, which are fulfilled by basically all central (and in computational space equidistant) derivatives. These properties permit one to choose a derivative to one's needs, be it any high order or wave-number optimized derivative. High order is obtained by using a standard (explicit) high order derivative. We make use of this freedom by choosing a derivative with the so called summation by parts property, [2] , which allows clean and flexible boundary conditions without using ghost points.
For practical calculation curvilinear grids are essential. It is understood, [19] , that a grid transformation to a computational space is a suitable way, to preserve the correct structure on curvilinear grids. To our knowledge the first to obtain this for compressible flows was Kok, [6] ; the authors presented a similar procedure for our FD scheme in [15] . During submission we became aware of [10] , which builds on similar ideas and extends it even to moving grids.
A third way to derive skew symmetric-schemes is the Galerkin ansatz. Products in the function space can be approximated leading to a numerically effective scheme, see e.g. Gassner [4] . The approximation leads a skew-symmetric scheme for the Burgers equation with similar point-wise products and derivatives as derived in this paper; the summation by parts property which is a choice in this paper occurs naturally in the work by Gassner. This paper is organized as follows: first we introduce the rewriting and our way of spatial discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations in one dimension in section 2. Then we derive the three-dimensional equations, introduce curvilinear grids and discretize in section 3. A time discretization which generalizes the scheme of Morinishi [9] and Subbareddy et al. [17] is derived in section 4. Boundaries are discussed in section 5. We close with some numerical examples in section 6. In the appendix we first compare our scheme with the standard, averaging approach. Finally we show by construction, that the FD scheme implies local and consistent fluxes.
The Navier-Stokes Equations in one Dimension
The Navier-Stokes equations in one dimension are given by
(1)
They describe mass, momentum and energy conservation. In the following the internal energy of the ideal gas e = (p/ )/(γ − 1) is assumed with the constant adiabatic index γ. Perfect gas is assumed in many simulations. However, we emphasize that the following steps concern only the kinetic energy, so that any other equation of state could be used. The friction in one dimension is τ = µ∂ x u with µ the viscosity and φ = λ∂ x T is the heat flux, with the heat conductivity λ . The transport term in the momentum equation (2) given in divergence form, can be rewritten to convective form with help of the mass conservation as
Adding the divergence and convective form of the momentum equation we obtain the skew-symmetric form. The Navier-Stokes equations become
where it is understood that the space and time derivatives in the first two terms of (5) act also on u right of the parentheses. For clarity this is explicitly marked by a dot ,,·". The kinetic energy was split off from the energy equation with the help of the momentum equation by use of the product rule
leaving just the pressure work −u∂ x p and a friction term. In the second line the skew-symmetric form of the momentum transport term appears, which underlines its close connection to the kinetic energy. Straightforward discretization leads to
where we have introduced the matrices
with skew-symmetric derivatives
The capital letters stand for U = diag(u), R = diag( ), mimicking the point-wise product. Beside the skew-symmetry we also need the telescoping sum property, or method of differences, i (D x ) ij = 0. As we assume equidistant spacing in calculation space this is trivially fulfilled. We abbreviate this sum with 1
The product terms of u and in the time derivative in the momentum equation are assumed to be point-wise in general, to have clearer notation further down.
First note that
is skew-symmetric by construction. This name giving property leads right away to the conservation of the kinetic energy, since quadratic forms of skew-symmetric matrices
Indeed, the change of the kinetic energy can be calculated as
Adding the two lines
we find that the change of energy is given by the pressure work and friction alone, as stated in the introduction. The transport of kinetic energy by the momentum equation is conservative, as intended.
We now show further, that this skew-symmetry and the easy-to-check identities
are sufficient to prove the conservations of mass, momentum and energy. Summing the mass equation (1 T (8)) we find with eqn. (13) the mass conservation
The momentum conservation is found from the combination of the mass and momentum equation (9)+ 1 2 u T (8) with eqn. (14) to be
The total energy is conserved as the combination of momentum and energy equation 1 T (10) + u T (9) is with the help of (12 and 13) found to be
In the last step the quadratic form u T D u u vanishes due to the skew-symmetry of D u . Note that the conservation of momentum and energy is not a direct consequence of one equation as in finite volume schemes, but due to the consistent discretization of the set of equations. In the next section the multi dimensional analogues of the last expressions are derived.
Note that only little assumptions about the structure of the derivative were made. Indeed, all explicit, central derivatives can be used. Compact derivatives can also be used for periodic grids; for non-periodic grids the implied derivative matrix will typically break the strict skew-symmetry also far away from the boundary.
Note further that in contrast to other skew symmetric schemes no averaging was used. A detailed discussion of this difference is given in A.
More Dimensions and Grid transformations
To preserve the skew-symmetry and conservation it is crucial to keep the structure of the one dimensional operators in more dimensions. On Euclidean grids this is straightforward, but it poses an additional difficulty on curvilinear grids, which are important for any realistic geometry. Namely the skew-symmetry can easily be broken on transformed, especially on non-orthogonal grids. Ducros et. al. [3] use two different approaches for transformed grids, first they use the chain rule directly, and secondly an interpolation method, but in general they have to either sacrifice the conservation or the skew-symmetry.
It was also already noted by Verstappen et. al. [19] that the use of transformations, instead of modifying the derivative stencil, is advantageous. The first working approach, to our knowledge, was presented by Kok in 2009, [6] , in FV context. For FD we presented our approach on the STAB 2010 conference [15] , utilizing similar ideas. We use this approach in the following part, as it allows to obtain equations structurally as simple as in one dimension. During submission we became aware of [10] , which is similar to Kok's and our approach. Seemingly, grid transformations and local bases are the correct way to preserve skew-symmetry and conservation for distorted grids.
Analytical equations in 3D
The multi-dimensional Navier-Stokes Equations are
The Greek letters mark spatial direction β = 1, 2, 3, and summing convention is assumed. We use the shorthand notation ∂ x β = ∂ ∂x β . The dissipative terms were defined in the introduction.
As in one dimension, the convective term in the momentum equation (20) can be rewritten from divergence (D) to convective (C) form:
Taking again as in one dimension (D+C)/2 we arrive at the skew-symmetric form of the momentum equation
The change of kinetic energy can be expressed, as in one dimension, as
so that the energy equation becomes
In this paper we will always assume the ideal gas law e = p/(γ − 1), with a constant adiabatic index γ. The set of equation therefore is:
The structure is essentially the same as in one dimension. Therefore all discussed properties are the same.
Transformed grids
Similar to a previous work of the authors [15] , we now introduce grid transformations. Grid transformations are mappings between the physical coordinates x α = (x, y, z) = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and a computational space (ξ, η, ζ) = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ), the x α are understood as functions of ξ β and vice versa. The computational space is a unit cube in which the discretization is equidistant (ξ α i = i∆ξ α ). As can be found in [18] , the divergence or gradient can be expressed in two forms, named conservative (29) and non-conservative (30) ,
where the indices γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 are assumed to be cyclic, meaning
is the Jacobian of the grid transformation. It will reappear in a natural way as an integration weight in the internal expressions of the conserved quantities. The local base vectors are defined as
with r = (x, y, z) T . Our starting point will is the skew-symmetry of the transport term in the momentum equation (27). If we use (29) for the first, the divergence term, and (30) for the second, the gradient term, the symmetry of the expression is preserved, which will lead to the correct skew-symmetry of the operator in discrete sense:
where we have introduced the effective velocity components
Obviously every operator term in the sum of (32) has the correct skew-symmetry. The other derivative operators have to be chosen consistently. One possible choice is to use the conservative form for all other Euler terms. We thus arrive at
Note the remaining x α derivatives in the gradient of the pressure, which are now understood as the components of
The dissipative terms are discretized by using a non-conservative form for the inner derivative and a conservative form for the outer derivatives. The reason is twofold: first this procedure leads to symmetric operators for this terms also on distorted grids, which is in line with its analytical properties. The strict destruction of kinetic energy is a direct consequence 3 . Secondly, the total number of derivatives is not increased compared with Cartesian grids, as this allows to collect the inner-derivative terms. The heat flow is
where we have used the abbreviation
where the subscript is the α th entry of the vector. The stresses arẽ
where τ can calculated on the curvilinear grid as
We find that the number of derivatives on curvilinear grids is only slightly increased by the pressure gradient term. Usually the number of derivatives is a good indicator of the performance of a FD code.
Discrete equations in 3D
The discretization is again done by replacing all products simply by point-wise products and derivatives by derivative matrices. The derivatives are simple one dimensional derivatives in any direction in calculation space.
with
Note that we still assume summing convention. Note also that the momentum equation still describe the change of u α , and not of the effective velocitiesũ α . Also the term C u is still formulated in the Cartesian velocity components. The bar in the derivativeD xα marks the extra factor J, see (37).
The transport term is skew-symmetric, as it is skew-symmetric in every direction,
For this expressions the multi-dimensional analogues of (13-15) hold, namely
The conservation is thus easy to prove along the one dimensional proof; the kinetic energy is described by all three momentum equations.
Again, we did not make any further assumptions about the derivative in computational space. Any central, one dimensional derivatives in each directions can be used, i.e. a derivative for which 1 T D and D = −D T holds. The equations become very simple and compact in two dimensions. Assuming that the grid transformation is x = x(ξ, η), y = y(ξ, η) and z = ζ, and further, that the solution does not depend on ζ, the effective velocities reduce toũ 1 ≡ũ = uy η −vy ξ andũ 2 ≡ṽ = −ux η +vx ξ and the Jacobian becomes J = x ξ y η −x η y ξ . As u 3 ≡ 0 for all times the connected momentum equation can be dropped. The pressure gradient becomes
Time discretization
Similar to the spatial discretization, the time discretization has to preserve the conservation of kinetic energy by the momentum transport and conserved quantities mass, momentum and energy. The unusual time derivative operator in (43) poses an additional difficulty. Two strategies are at hand; either a multi-step method can be constructed or the time derivative operator can be rewritten as in [12] .
Central (in time) multi-step methods lead to Leap-Frog-like methods. They are stable as long as no friction is involved. We used them successfully in [15] for our skew-symmetric scheme. Friction terms can also be included easily, by using a mixed Euler-Leap-Frog method. A peculiar kind of conservation can be derived, where the conserved quantities are build from two successive time steps. Beside some practical difficulties, like conservative filtering, this does not pose a norm in the mathematical sense and is thus not followed.
Instead, we use Morinishi's rewriting of the time derivative operator, to find a time integration scheme, which is a generalization of the scheme which was independently derived by Subbareddy et al. [17] and by Morinishi [9] . While the derivation in the first paper is motivated by Roe's Riemann solver, the derivation of Morinishi builds on a skew-symmetric time derivative on spatio-temporal staggered grids. Here we show, that after using the rewriting of the time derivative proposed by Morinishi, an implicit midpoint rule can be modified to give a time integration which generalizes the before mentioned results. The generalization to higher order is discussed in a parallel publication [5] .
Morinishi's rewriting [12] transforms the time derivative in the momentum equations (20) or (43) to
The square-root of the mass is well defined as ≥ 0 holds. The unusual appearance of √ instead of in the momentum equation can be understood when multiplying it with u α to derive the kinetic energy conservation, i.e.
It is thus a quadratic splitting of the kinetic energy. It will prove helpful to rewrite the mass equation in terms of √ by inserting = √ 2 . All remaining will be understood as ≡ √ 2 . Altogether we arrive at
where we abbreviated the dissipative terms in the momentum and energy equations as F uα and F e . The conservations properties of the time derivative terms are easily checked analytically. We do this as a guideline for the discretization. We only discuss the time derivatives, the spatial part is analogous to what was discussed before. For the mass we need
therefore the time integration has to conserve quadratic forms. The momentum conservation is found by combining (54) + u α · (53), as
and the conservation of the kinetic energy by u α · (54), again demands the conservation of quadratic forms (52), which leads right away to the conservation of the full energy.
The three statements (52), (57) and (56) have to hold also in the time discrete case. For (56) this is easily accomplish by the implicit midpoint rule, as it preserves quadratic quantities. If we insert this approach in the Navier Stokes equations (53-55) and carefully check which terms have to agree we arrive at the fully discrete equations
and
We still have to define the time averages. If we set
the third binomial formula can be applied to the first term of (58) to reproduce (56)
To use the same procedure for the kinetic energy as (52), we consider u n+1/2 α · (59) and thus would like to have
leading to the definition of
This is exactly what was found by Morinishi and Subbareddy et al.. The momentum conservation following (57) is then easy to see, by (59) + u α · (58), as
All other definitions of the time steps n + a, n + b, . . . n + f can be chosen freely. By choosing a, b, c, d, e = 0 a linear implicit scheme can be obtained. Using a, b, c, d, e = 1/2 with the time average of the pressure as p n+1/2 = (p n+1 − p n )/2 gives the known scheme cited above. We stick to this non-linear implicit scheme in this paper, as it is of second order.
From (61) it can be seen, that we are free to choose to simulate in √ or in . In the first case we have to frequently calculate the square of the values, while in the second case we have to frequently extract the square root. As the first operation is usually numerically much cheaper we prefer to use √ as a variable.
Higher order one step methods can be similarly constructed. A dedicated paper comparing different time integrators for skew-symmetric schemes is submitted [5] .
Boundaries
Boundaries have a special role in skew-symmetric schemes, as the properties so far essential in our discussion are broken. Both, the skew-symmetry and the telescoping sum property do no longer hold, if one-sided derivatives are used. The alternative approach of using ghost points will not be pursued. Instead, we exploit, that we can choose derivatives matrices largely arbitrarily, by picking summation by parts (SBP) derivatives [13, 16] . SBP derivatives fit perfectly into a conservative FD scheme, as they lead to well defined fluxes at the boundaries.
To introduce the concept of SBP derivatives consider the most simple boundary condition, a slip wall. Here the perpendicular velocity vanish, implying a vanishing mass flux; in one dimension the semi-discrete mass equation is
Numerical fluxes at the boundary are introduced by the modified stencil at the boundary: they are again calculated by summing, using the same short hand notation as above
Choosing the most simple central second order derivative, which reduces to first order at the boundary, we obtain
thus, the flux over the boundaries is
This is a consistent flux, as it reduces for constant values to ±( u) on either side. However, a zero velocity at the boundary (u) 1 = 0, does not imply a zero flux, but a flux of −( u) 2 , which is a numerical artefact. A similar term arises for the internal energy, which possibly destabilizes the simulation. This could be eliminated by using ghost points or by prescribing the numerical flues instead of the boundary values. Another way to cure this problem is by changing the derivative, so that (u) 1 = 0 strictly implies zero flux. This demands, that b T = 1 T D is zero for all elements but the first and the last, which are ∓1 for consistency. Using further the consistency condition for a derivative D1 = 0 we arrive at
The matrix W contains weighting factors on the diagonal, and is needed as the first and last line of D represents only half of a derivative. Thus, the weights have to be
This is the most simple example of a SBP derivative. Our scheme assumes explicit derivative matrices. Matrices with a diagonal norm, as the example above, are easily included in the given scheme. Such SBP matrices of higher order are derived in the work of Strand [16] . He derives such quasi-explicit derivatives, for which the order of the discretization error is half of the order in the interior. The norm, or weights, can be simply absorbed into the JacobianJ i1,i2
, as the ξ-weight-matrices interchange with the η-derivative and vice versa. The multi-index i = (i 1 , i 2 ) is for the ξ and η direction in calculation space.
The flux is now simply calculated as before, and is in line with the analytical flux. For example the conservation of mass is
Theũ α are defined as in (33). The flux f appears if boundary conditions are enforced. Note that the expression, while a little bit clumsy, is very close to the analytical expression. Mass fluxes are given by the mass times velocity components perpendicular to the boundary. The W α appear as integration weights in the volume and surface integrals.
Also the momentum and energy flux at the boundary reduces in the same manner to the analytical flux; here, beside the special form of the flux weights b of the divergence terms, also skew-symmetry, with the exception of the elements
, is needed; this leads to the correct fluxes of the kinetic energy over the boundary.
Enforcing the boundary conditions can be done in different ways. We use in the following a characteristic splitting and set the boundary values accordingly by overwriting.
An interesting alternative to set boundary conditions is presented by Carpenter et al. [2] , which allows to derive strict energy (norm) estimates. However, this approach is formulated in the characteristic form of the equations and needs to be adopted for the form used here.
Numerical examples
In the following we present two numerical examples which span the intended area of application: shocks and acoustics. The simulations are done in matlab and are thus limited in size. Large parallel computations in a Fortran implementation are ongoing, which will cover the interplay between these two aspects. First results are presented in [5] .
Non-linear Pressure Pulse
The figures (1-3) show as an example an adiabatic pressure pulse, with peak = 1.25 0 , 0 = 1kg/m 3 , p 0 = 10 5 P a, u 0 = v 0 = 0. The grid is periodic with x = ξ + 0.2 sin(k(ξ + η)), y = η + 0.2 sin(k(ξ + η)), k = 2. The values are chosen to create a very bad, i.e. extremely distorted grid for test purposes. The time step is ∆t = 2 · 10 −5 s, at a resolution of 55 × 54 grid points, and the boundaries are periodic. The time stepping is done by the adapted implicit midpoint rule. We find that for high order derivatives the distortion is having little effect on the result quality see fig. (1) . In comparison the performance of second order derivative is much worse, while the Tamm and Webb derivative creates reasonable results. Despite being in the the non-linear regime, we find energy, mass and momentum conservation up to machine precision, cf. fig. (3) . We want to stress that we do the calculation in primitive variables from which the energy is created by
The same pressure pulse for a non-periodic grid with k = 1 is presented in fig. 4 ; the boundaries are a slip wall and an non-reflecting boundary.
The boundaries conditions are calculated by a split in characteristic variables. The derivative is standard fourth order in the interior and reduces to a second order derivative described by Strand [16] . Fluxes are therefore calculated from boundary points only; enforcement of boundary conditions leads to a small extra term, which can uniquely be calculated by the difference between the calculated next time step without boundary conditions, compared with the values after setting the boundary conditions. Including the accumulated fluxes leads to a total conservation down to machine precision as in the periodic case.
Shock configuration
In the following we present a test case given by Lax and Liu [7] . Test case 13 was chosen, as shock and slip lines are present. We use no physical damping. As the scheme does not have numerical damping, we have to include a dissipation mechanism. This allows us to carefully add only the dissipation, which is needed on physical grounds, as in this example, demanded by shocks. A good way to do this is the adaptive and conservative filtering, presented by Bogey et al. [1] , which depends on the divergence of the flow field. By this we introduce dissipation only where it is needed. This filtering is conservative when applied to conserved quantities, thus we filter the mass , the components of momentum u α and the internal energy p/(γ − 1), which we increase by the change of kinetic energy to mimic a physical dissipation mechanism. By this we preserve the perfect conservation as before. The filtering is done after every time step. The adaptive filter can in principle create noise by changing the filter strength from time step to another. Even though this was not an issue in this test case, which proved to be very robust within our approach, we use a soft switching function for the filter strength σ determined by the output of a shock detector r σ = 1 − tanh((r th /r)/λ).
instead of the more abrupt function used in [1] . A full description of the filter can be found in the given reference. The steepness of the switching function was λ = 2 in the simulation, the threshold was r th = 10 Figure (5) shows excellent agreement of the density with the reference solution. The shock speeds agree with the reference case, as with the analytical formula; this is expected for a locally conservative code. For example the shock between upper-right and lower-right the shock speed is calculated as s = [ v 2 + p]/[ v] to be s = −1.1246, giving a shock location of y = 0.1626. This is in perfect agreement with the simulation. To guarantee correct shock speeds, the scheme should have local and consistent fluxes. This issue is discussed for our FD scheme in B. However, three differences are visible. First the contour levels are not as smooth as in the original work; this is attributed to the fact that away from shocks absolutely no dissipation is involved. This could easily be smoothed by adding a small amount of physical or numerical dissipation, but it was left frictionless on purpose in this test case. Further the roll up in the center seems slightly different, and the slip line in the upper half is weakly wrinkled. The roll up was observed to depend sensitively on the chosen Figure 5 : The density at t = 0.3 of the shock test case 13 of Lax and Liu [7] . Overall very good agreement is found, see discussion in the text for details. Figure 6 : The adaptive shock filter strength σ in x and y direction. It is apparent, that only at shocks the filter is involved whereas in other regions is is nearly zero. dissipation and might thus be hard to reproduce, as the implied friction in code used in [7] is difficult to estimate. The wrinkled slip line can be identified as the onset of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This might be suppressed in [7] by the implied numerical damping. In contrast to the reference case, the dissipation in this simulation is the adaptive filter strength and is therefore known. It is shown in fig. (6) , which shows that, whereas at shocks strong dissipation is found, the slip lines are only weakly filtered.
Conclusion
We presented a skew-symmetric finite difference scheme for fully compressible flows. It is strictly skewsymmetric and conservative also on distorted grids. The discrete form does purely build from point-wise operations and derivatives. This allows to use any explicit derivative which is skew-symmetric and has the telescoping sum property, in effect all derivatives with a symmetric stencil. By this any discretization order and wave-number optimized derivatives can directly be used. The implementation is simple and numerically efficient. Due to the described properties acoustics and shocks can be treated equally well. Boundary conditions and fluxes at the boundary can neatly be treated by summation by parts derivatives.
Appropriate time stepping schemes of high order and the use of standard time integrators are presented in a separate paper [5] .
A Comparison with skew-symmetric schemes utilizing averaging
It is interesting to investigate, how this scheme compares with other skew-symmetric schemes, especially to the classical ansatz by Morinishi et al. [11] , starting point for several other works on compressible and incompressible flows. Their discrete skew-symmetric momentum transport term, for second order accuracy, is in their notation, where we use Greek letters for the space index 2 · (Skew) = (Div) + (Adv) = 
Choosing β = 1 and u α = u for the one dimensional case we arrive at our expression above. One should note, that the advective and the divergence term are different to ours due to the special averaging, and that only the combination are the same due to some cancellation and addition. A similar behaviour is expected for higher order derivatives. A generalization of this averaging procedure to the compressible case is presented by Kok [6] . The full scheme is expected to be different, as the other terms like mass flux are also constructed by averaging and no combination seems to reduce those to our form. Our understanding is, that the spirit behind these works [11, 6] is to use averaging procedures to obtain a discrete version of the product rule, while we avoid to depend on this rule in the discrete by rewriting the equations analytically in a proper form.
B Defining Fluxes
When simulating shocks wrong shock speeds can be found even for consistent schemes [8] . The Lax-Wendroff theorem provides a set of conditions for which proper shocks are guaranteed. An essential condition for this theorem are local and consistent fluxes; a numerical flux is said to be local if it is calculated from a finite number of neighbouring discretization values; a numerical flux is consistent if it reduces to the analytical flux when this neighbouring discretization values are chosen to be constant. Being able to define consistent and local fluxes is therefore of central importance.
However, we stress , that the fluxes are not explicitly used in the implementation; it is a standard FD scheme building purely on derivative operations for means of simplicity and efficiency. The following part is thus only of theoretical importance.
We derive fluxes in one dimension for the sake of brevity; the derivation can be easily extended to more dimensions. We also work in time continuous case, as our goal are the spatial fluxes. A simple way to derive the fluxes is to split the sum over the full space occurring in the derivation of the global conservation into two parts, thus the derivation of the fluxes follows the proof of the conservations closely. This splitting written in the vector notation introduced earlier is 1 = l j+ 1 2 + r j+ 1 2 , where the i th component of vector r j+ 1 2 is given by
and l j+1/2 accordingly with interchanged zeros and ones. The mass flux is derived from
We are interested in the flux in the interior of the domain, we can thus assume zero fluxes at the domainboundary and therefore conservation of mass. The telescoping sum property of the derivative therefore leads to
We can already conclude, first, that we can define fluxes and that secondly we have local fluxes, since we assume a finite stencil with constant coefficients 4 . To prove the consistency of the fluxes we need information about the coefficients of the derivatives. Thus we calculate the weight coefficients b j+ 1 2 of the the flux, given by
The zeros in the definition of l j+ 
The second form is gained by resorting the terms, also seen directly from the form of the matrix (79) . If we assume ( u) j+k = const we get by summing of (80) simply by inspection of (79),
The consistency condition of any numerical derivative enforces that the sum is unity. The momentum flux is calculated from the combination of the mass and the momentum equation (1
where the matrix B m,n has zero block for m, n ≤ j and j + 1 ≥ m, n : Again by inspection or summing it is easy to see that this numerical flux reduces to the analytical flux u( u) provided we use a consistent derivative.
Altogether we obtain f u j+ 
which is just the same as in [14] , which is not by chance. In the derivation of the momentum flux the momentum and the mass equation had to be combined, which leads to exactly the same spatial terms as in the flux splitting approach. Of course differences in the two schemes arise when the energy equation is not split in the kinetic and internal energy parts, as it is apparently the case, and of course for the time discrete case, as a standard time integration scheme is used. The flux of the total energy is derived as 1 T (55) , where U Dp is replaced with the help of (54)
and splitting the sum, 1 = l j+ By the same arguments as before the flux is local and consistent. The derivation of fluxes for the three dimensional case on transformed grids are in principle calculated in the same manner, but the derivation is much more cumbersome. The Jacobian is multiplied to the conserved quantities, as expected. The geometrical factors for the conservative form are just multiplied. The geometrical factors for the non-conservative forms enter in the quadratic forms and can be absorbed in the weight factors.
